Make Every Day A Vacation

ALAGLAS

SWIMMING POOLS

Why Choose Alaglas?
An Alaglas Fiberglass Pool opens a world of opportunities like no other home improvement can. Owning your own pool
turns every day into a vacation - just step outside into your backyard paradise!
We use only the highest quality materials in our manufacturing process so your Alaglas Pool will last for years to come!
Let us show you how the advantages of a premium fiberglass in-ground pool can benefit your life!

Advantages of Fiberglass...
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OVER VINYL LINER POOLS

OVER CONCRETE POOLS

Outstanding Gelcoat Finishes – smooth, durable, algae inhibiting
No Liner Replacements – which can cost $4,000 or more
Higher Resale Value – considered a long-term structure
Better Coping – concrete or fiberglass, no aluminum
Superior Strength – no ripping or tearing
Lower Lifetime Costs – due to overall durability

Outstanding Gelcoat Finishes – non-porous & algae inhibiting
Reduced Installation Time – usually 2 - 4 weeks total
Lower Maintenance – no acid washing, no resurfacing
Lower Chemical Usage – less algae means less chemicals
Superior Strength – no chipping or cracking
Lower Lifetime Costs – due to durability & low maintenance

877.655.7179

Malibu in Quartz

alaglaspools.com

Photo Credit: Alaglas Pools of Charleston
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Avanti in Topaz
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877.655.7179

What is the Alaglas Difference?
Not ALL fiberglass pools are made the same! The strength of a fiberglass pool is directly related to the amount and
weight of fiberglass within the laminate structure. More fiberglass equals greater strength.
Alaglas manufactures the thickest pool (300+ mils. of glass content) in the fiberglass pool industry, providing an
extremely strong, high-quality pool shell that is built to last for years. While most manufacturers use a 24/10 oz. fabric
and/or chopped fiberglass material, Alaglas Pools incorporates a 36/10 oz. Stitch-Knit Fabric and multiple layers of
fiberglass-reinforced resin within the lamination structure of each pool to offer the highest content per square yard of
any other manufacturer in the industry.
At Alaglas Pools, our goal is to bring your family the strongest and most beautiful, high-performance, color-based
products available on the market. In fact, we are so sure of the superior strength of our pools that we offer a 50-Year
Structure and a 10-Year Surface Warranty on all pool shells! You can purchase an Alaglas Pool with confidence, knowing
your pool is built to last and protected by the Alaglas Warranty.

Gelcoat Surface Finish
Barrier Coat Vinyl Ester Resin Layer
Fiberglass/Resin Layer
Hand-Laid 36/10 oz. Stitched
Fiberglass Mat Layer

alaglaspools.com
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Pool & Spa Finishes

We invested many years of research and development into our solid surface
finishes and have never settled for anything but the best. This dedication to
excellence led us to the creation of our finest surface to date: AQUALUXE™.
AQUALUXE™ gelcoat provides not only vibrant colors, but also the most
durable pool finish in the industry.
The AQUALUXE™ formula is a mixture composed of resin and highperformance, color-based elements. This supreme combination of beauty
and strength protects against fading, blistering, yellowing and long-term
effects of UV exposure.
Each Alaglas Pool surface is smooth and non-abrasive, so your pool is both
beautiful and safe for sensitive skin.

Pool & Spa Colors
Alaglas offers a variety of colors to make
your pool unique. Choose from our three
AQUALUXE™ finishes (Quartz, Coastal
Gray or Topaz) or our standard White
gelcoat finish.
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Quartz

Coastal Gray

Topaz

White
877.655.7179

Photo Credit: Alaglas of Charleston

alaglaspools.com

Oasis with Guppy Tanning Ledge in Quartz

Photo Credit: Alaglas Pools of Charleston
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Baron in White
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877.655.7179

Large Pools

Antigua

Baron

Grand Baron

Majestic

The gentle curves of the Antigua pool
model makes it perfect for sunbathing,
family fun or entertaining friends.
At 31'8" in length and 13'6" in width,
with rounded bench seating at the
shallow end and a graduated depth
up to 6’ this pool is the getaway you’ve
always wanted. While it may not be
a Caribbean Island, the Antigua will
transform your backyard into a tropical
oasis that satisfies both your social and
solitary side.

The curvaceous lines of the Baron
transform your backyard into your own
private paradise of beauty and fun. The
sleekly-designed entry stairs allow
for maximum space to play games or
entertain. The Baron offers two seating
areas, one in the shallow end and one
in the deep. Measuring 29'10" by 13'6"
in size with a graduated depth from
3 ‘3" to 6’, the Baron offers plenty of
room for multiple swimmers and group
activities.

With all the style and appeal of the
Baron, the Grand Baron offers the
same convenient features, but on a
grander scale. This 35’ by 16’ freeform
pool offers a graduated depth from 3’
to 5’10" in the deep end. The shallow
and deep ends both offer convenient
dual-seating benches, while the
discreet entry steps of the Grand Baron
allow for even more space, perfect for
swimming laps or larger groups to play
games. No matter the activity, this pool
is the place for you to do it in style.

Majestic is the perfect word to describe
this uniquely-designed, Roman-style
pool. Measuring 37'10" by 13'6", the
Majestic is a true combination of classic
beauty and functionality, melding
modern, straight lines with traditional
freeform style. This model offers a
graduated depth from 4' to 5'6" and
incorporates popular features like the
built-in tanning ledge at the deep end
of the pool, curved entry steps and
adjacent bench seating. The tanning
ledge can be retrofitted with bubblers
for a fun kiddie splash pad your family
can enjoy.

Details

Details

Details

Details

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

13' 6" x 31'8"
13' x 31'

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

13'6" x 29'10"
12'8" x 29'

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

16' x 35'
14'6" x 34'9"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

13'6" x 37'10"
13'2" x 36'2"

Depth

3'7" to 6'

Depth

3'3" to 6'

Depth

3' to 5'10"

Depth

4' to 5'6"

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Built-In Bench Seats
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Built-In Bench Seats
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Tanning Ledge
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

alaglaspools.com
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Large Pools

“

I have spread the word
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Olympian

of how elegant my

Clean, modern lines and a larger 33’
by 14'4" footprint give the Bermuda a
timeless look and feel. Constructed
in a Grecian style, dramatic entry
stairs at the shallow end of the pool
introduce swimmers into a gradual
decline toward the 7’ deep end. The
wrapping step and bench seating in
the deep end allow swimmers rest
and easy entry or exit from the pool.
The stunning Bermuda is perfect for
family activities and entertaining
guests.

Take home the gold with the Olympian
pool. Dual seating areas at each
corner of the generous shallow end
make it perfect for family gathering
while the 8’ deep end allows for a
slide placement. The 40’ length and
16’ width make this superior pool
perfect for serious swimming and
training or larger gatherings and
family entertainment.

Alaglas pool looks in

Details

Details

Grand Majestic

Bermuda

The Grand Majestic has all the
opulent features of the Majestic, only
scaled up to 41’ by 16’ in size.. This
beautifully designed Roman pool
features a graduated depth from
4‘ to 6’ and a tanning ledge along
the deep end. The entry stairs are
conveniently curved and perfectly
adjacent to the bench seating,
allowing you to accommodate more
guests. This tanning ledge can easily
be transformed into a fun kiddie
splash deck with bubblers to keep
you all cool on a hot summer day.
Details

my backyard. It turns
my social gatherings
into a mini vacation
every time.
Carole Davis - Columbia, SC

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

16' x 41'
15' x 40'

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

14'4" x 33'
14' x 32'

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

16' x 40'
15'1" x 38'6"

Depth

4' to 6'

Depth

3'9" to 7'

Depth

3'8" to 8'

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Tanning Ledge
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

”

877.655.7179

Grand Majestic in White

alaglaspools.com

Photo Credit: Alaglas Pools of Charleston
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Caribbean in White
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877.655.7179

Medium Pools

Caribbean

Islander

Gulfstream

Naples

Classic, elegant and serene, the
Caribbean brings a slice of paradise
right into your backyard. Full-width
entry stairs at the shallow end make
a great gathering place for swimmers
to rest, sit and chat with friends. The
3’6” shallow end gradually slopes to
the 5’4” deep end giving this model
an appeal to swimmers of all levels.
Measuring 11’5” in width and 26’4”
in length, the Caribbean pool is
perfect for exercise, family fun and
entertainment.

You’ll feel like you’re on your private
island with the Islander pool model.
At 25’ by 12’9” and a graduated depth
from 3’9” to 5’6”, you’ll be able to
make the most of your summer.
The curved rectangle shape of the
Islander adds stunning aesthetics
to your backyard swim space. Go
ahead, jump in, swim laps or splash
with the kids, the Islander was made
for this!

The Gulfstream is the perfect focal
point for a medium-sized space. It
features a constant depth of 4'6" for
the entire 23'11" length and 11'8"
width. The corner stairs provide a
safe and elegant entry with minimal
intrusion into the swimming area.
The Gulfstream is designed with lap
swimming, hydro training or family
entertaining in mind.

Enjoy European luxury in the comfort
and convenience of your backyard
with the Naples pool model. The
classic Roman entry styled stairs
and bench seating at the shallow
end is echoed by the semi-circular
bench seating at the deep end. The
23'10" length by 11'10" width and
gradual depth from 4' to 5'6" allows
for plenty of room to sunbathe yet
easily accommodates entertaining
friends and family.

Details

Details

Details

Details

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

11'5" x 26'4"
10'5" x 25'4"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

12'9" x 25'
11'9" x 24'

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

11'8" x 23'11"
10'7" x 22'11"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

11'10" x 23'10"
11' x 23'

Depth

3'6" to 5'4"

Depth

3'9" to 5'6"

Depth

4'6"

Depth

4' to 5'6"

Features

Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Built-In Stairs
Flat Bottom Pool

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

alaglaspools.com
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Medium Pools

Avanti
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Atlantis

Malibu

Challenger

Avanti means ‘forward’ in Italian
and you can look forward to a lot of
fun in the Avanti pool! This lovely
kidney-shaped pool fits beautifully
within most backyard settings. Its
sweeping curves make it a perfect
place for family time, parties and
entertaining. Because of its medium
size, 25’9” by 12’1”, and constant
depth of 4'6", the entire area of the
pool can be used for exercise, play
activities and swimming.

Spend your days basking in the
treasure of Atlantis. The sumptuous
curves of this medium-sized pool
make your backyard the place to be
this summer! At 11’5” wide by 23’4”
long, this pool is perfect for casual
backyard lounging and sunbathing.
The constant depth of 4’ allows you
to use the entire area of the pool for
exercise, play or swimming.

The laid-back design of the Malibu
offers you exceptional swim
space and places to rest. A stylish
cascading staircase leads you into
the 3’6” shallow end where you find
one of the built-in seats. In the 5’3”
deeper end, the second built-in seat
invites you to rest and relax. The
24’10” length and 11’3” width allow
you to celebrate the summer in true
Californian style.

Perfect for water games and social
gatherings, the Challenger is a
medium-sized pool with outstanding
versatility. At 26'2" long and 11'6"
wide, the Challenger accommodates
family fun and entertainment in a big
way. A consistent depth of 4’6” allows
for solid footing throughout. The
curved entry stairs invite swimmers
in and provide an area for relaxing or
sunbathing.

Details

Details

Details

Details

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

12'1" x 25'9"
11'3" x 24'11"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

11'5" x 23'4"
10'4" x 22'6"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

11'3" x 24'10"
10'4" x 23'7"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

11'6" x 26'2"
10'7" x 25'1"

Depth

4'6"

Depth

4'

Depth

3'6" to 5'3"

Depth

4'6"

Features

Built-In Stairs
Flat Bottom Pool

Features

Built-In Stairs
Flat Bottom Pool

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Flat Bottom Pool
Built-In Stairs
877.655.7179

“

I am so pleased with
how beautiful my
Alaglas pool looks in
my backyard.
It's like my own
personal retreat.

Martinique

Oasis

June Bug

Bring a slice of the Caribbean to your
backyard with the Martinique. The
sweeping curves of the ‘kidney bean’
shape make it the perfect pool for
larger gatherings in a limited space.
Built-in stairs at the shallow side
entice you to swim, float, relax, or
join an rousing game of Marco Polo!
The gradual depth of 3’5” to 5’4” gives
swimmers of all levels maximum
pool fun. At 28'4” long and 13’1” wide
the Martinique is made for family fun
and entertainment.

The uniquely-shaped Oasis pool
offers exactly what its name implies:
a backyard oasis to be enjoyed by
all. A bumped out seating area is the
perfect place for swimmers to relax
without leaving the pool. The 18’7”
by 13’3” and graduated depth from
3’ to 4’6” guarantees this pool will
keep you cool and comfortable all
summer long.

You won’t want to go back inside
once you install the June Bug
pool! Shaped in the ‘kidney bean’
design, the curvaceous June Bug
will delight loungers, sunbathers
and recreational swimmers alike.
Dramatic circular steps at the
shallow side invite you to enjoy a
refreshing dip in the clear water.
Gradually sloping to a 5’ maximum
depth, the dimensions of the June
Bug, 20'3" by 12'9", give ample room
for family fun and entertaining.

Details

Details

Details

Sarah Covington - Richmond, VA

”

alaglaspools.com

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

13'1" x 28'4"
12'10" x 27'8"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

13'3" x 18'7"
11'3" x 16'6"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

12'9" x 20'3"
11'5" x 19'4"

Depth

3'5" to 5'4"

Depth

3' to 4'6"

Depth

3' to 5'

Features

Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Bench Seating
Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs

Features

Graduated Depth
Built-In Stairs
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Patio Pools / Small Pools
* All small pools can be retrofitted with spa jets to create the perfect swim spa.
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Cove

Capri

Citation II

Citation III

Perfect for small backyards or sites
with limited space, the Cove can be
installed as a pool or retrofitted with
jets to create a relaxing swim spa.
The Cove measures 12'4" by 8'1" in
a oval shape with a modern flair,
and features curved entry steps and
bench seating around the perimeter
of the pool. The Cove is a great
pool for relaxing, sun bathing, and
mingling with friends and family.

Make your backyard patio area
into your island paradise with the
Capri. Clean, rectangular lines with
modern entry steps and a full-length
bench seat make this a perfect pool
for a smaller site. At 17'2" by 7’9" and
a constant 4’2” depth, the Capri is the
perfect pool for any occassion.

The Citation II is a lovely addition to
any home. At a 17’1” by 9’, the oval
design of this pool model would
fit beautifully into any backyard
settings. With the consistent depth of
4'6", this pool is perfect for personal
relaxation or family fun.

Enjoy the peaceful ambiance of
the Citation III while you swim,
relax or entertain. The 19’2” length
and constant 5’ depth makes this
a perfect spot for laps, personal
hydro-training
and
recreation.
The entry stairs are positioned so
they hug the 7’9” width to allow a
maximum swim area.

Details

Details

Details

Details

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

8'3" x 11'1"
7'11" x 10'9"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

7'9" x 17'2"
7' x 16'7"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

9' x 17'1"
7'9" x 16'1"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

7'9" x 19'2"
6'9" x 18'4"

Depth

3'8"

Depth

4'2"

Depth

4'6"

Depth

5'

Features

Perimeter Bench Seat
Built-In Stairs
Flat Bottom Pool

Features

Full-Length Bench
Flat Bottom Pool
Built-In Stairs

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Flat Bottom Pool
Built-In Stairs

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Flat Bottom Pool
Built-In Stairs
877.655.7179

Spas

Match your pool!

Aruba w/Spillover

Aruba
The 7’6” round Aruba spa is a perfect
addition to your backyard either solo
or when installed as a complement
to your pool. The bench seating
surrounds the 36” deep footwell
while the entry step doubles as a
cool-down seat.

The 7’6” round Aruba spa with
spillover perfectly complements any
pool. The bench seating surrounds
the 36” deep footwell while the entry
step doubles as a cool-down seat.
The spillover makes a dramatic water
feature by enhancing your poolside
with the ambient sound of falling
water.

Details

Details

Cayman

Cayman w/Spillover

The classic octagonal design of the
8’ by 8’ Cayman spa is a gorgeous
addition to your backyard either on
its own or when combined with a
pool installation. With bench seating
surrounding the 39” deep footwell,
the Cayman is sure to be the place to
hang out in your backyard.

A spillover incorporated into the
classic octagonal design of the 8’ by
8’ Cayman spa adds a dramatic and
elegant water feature to your pool.
With bench seating surrounding the
39” deep footwell, the Cayman with
spillover takes your backyard to the
next level.

Details

Details

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

7'6" x 7'6"
7' x 7'

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

7'6" x 7'6"
7' x 7'

Dimension
Exterior
Interior

8' x 8'
7'6" x 7'6"

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

8' x 8'
7'6" x 7'6"

Depth

3'

Depth

3'

Depth

3'3"

Depth

3'3"

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Built-In Steps

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Built-In Steps
Spa Spillover

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Built-In Steps

Features

Built-In Bench Seating
Built-In Steps
Spa Spillover

alaglaspools.com
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Tanning Ledges / Kiddie Pools
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Nemo

Guppy

As a tanning shelf by a larger pool
or a splash pool for the kiddos, you
will find Nemo to be the perfect pool
for any space. At our most compact
size of 6’ by 6’ and only 12" deep, the
versatile Nemo is sure be at home in
any backyard or landscape.

Kids of all ages will love the Guppy
pool! It can be used as a splash pool
for the littles or as a tanning ledge
for some serious sunbathing. The
compact size of 9’ by 11’ make it
easy to install in most spaces. A 12"
constant depth allows for playtime,
wading and lounging.

Details

Details

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

6' x 6'
5' x 5'

Dimensions
Exterior
Interior

9' x 11'
8' x 10'

Depth

12"

Depth

12"

Features

Tanning Ledge

Features

Tanning Ledge

877.655.7179

Pool Options
Fully Customize Your Alaglas Experience!
Water Features
By adding a water feature to your
Alaglas Pool, you create a calming
space for relaxation and comfort.
Enjoy the ambient sounds of falling
water while floating or lounging
poolside. Water features also add
great style and beauty to your pool
and surrounding area. From fountains
to waterfalls, make your pool stand
out with one or more of these amazing
features.

Lighting
Re-imagined
Enjoy setting a serene mood or a
festive party atmosphere with our
added lighting features. Whether you
go for a night swim or are entertaining
guests at poolside, an LED or FiberOptic lighting system will enhance
your experience! LED color-changing
lights bring an added level of
excitement and ambiance to your pool
and surrounding area. Ask us about
options!

alaglaspools.com

Waterline Tile
Adding waterline tile to your pool
or spa elevates it from standard
to exceptional. Tile and silicone
grout are easy to clean which
helps to simplify weekly waterline
maintenance. Choose from a wide
selection of styles and colors
designed specifically for pool
installations. We’re happy to offer
advice and assistance so your tile
choice fits perfectly with your design
vision.

Mosaics
Dive into the deep with dolphins,
splash around with starfish or swim
with turtles – let your imagination run
wild with our beautiful tile mosaics.
Add one or as many as you like to
bring beauty and a personal style to
your pool. Choose from our unique
designs and bring your pool to life
with one of our tile mosaics.
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Waterline Tile Designs
Botanical Collection
BOTANICAL SKY BLUE

BOTANICAL TEAL

Dakota Collection
DAKOTA BLUEBERRY

DAKOTA RUSTIC BRICK

Moonbeam Collection
MOONBEAN OCEAN GREEN
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MOONBEAN LAKE BLUE

BOTANICAL NAVY BLUE

BOTANICAL LAKE BLUE

DAKOTA WHEAT

DAKOTA RUSHMORE BLUE

MOONBEAN TERRA BLUE

MOONBEAN COBALT BLUE

877.655.7179

Grace Collection
GRACE AZURE

GRACE PEARL

Luciana Collection
LUCIANA TERRA BLUE

LUCIANA ELECTRIC BLUE

Martinique Collection
MARTINIQUE OCEAN BLUE

alaglaspools.com

MARTINIQUE ROYAL BLUE

GRACE MARINE

GRACE MOCHA

GRACE BLUE

MIX OCEAN

MIX SANDY BEACH

Mix Collection
MIX BLUE-BROWN BLEND

Tropics Collection
TROPICS AQUA WAVE

TROPICS COBALT WAVE
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Installation
You Could Be Swimming Within a Few Weeks!
Here is where a fiberglass pool from Alaglas Pools really shines! The entire pool installation process, from initial layout in your backyard to
swimming in your new pool, only takes a few weeks. (Concrete or vinyl liner pools can take up to several months!) With an Alaglas Pool, there is
less mess in your backyard for a shorter time so you can enjoy your new pool sooner!
Let’s walk through the simple process of installing an Alaglas Fiberglass Pool!
STEP 1 LAYOUT

STEP 2 EXCAVATION

STEP 3 SHELL PLACEMENT

STEP 4 FILL/BACKFILL

STEP 5 DECK INSTALLED

STEP 6 COMPLETION

Photo Credit: PoolDrs.com

Layout & Excavation

The pool layout is carefully marked on the ground for
precision. The hole is dug to exacting specifications
to achieve the proper shape and depth. Any drainage
materials are laid and the ground is leveled and
compacted for optimum support.
22

Setting the Pool Shell

The pool is brought in, set in place and leveled. Then
the precision process of filling the pool with water
while backfilling for support begins. All plumbing
and electrical wiring are completed, pool pump(s)
& filtration systems are installed. Each system is
checked for operation and quality.

Finish with Decking

Depending on the coping and deck materials chosen,
poured concrete, pavers, travertine, or bricks are
added to complete the installation. The pool and
surrounding areas are cleaned and your beautiful
new pool is complete!
877.655.7179

Islander in Topaz

alaglaspools.com
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ALAGLAS

SWIMMING POOLS
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